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Country clubs have a number of unique IT

challenges that few technology providers are

prepared to handle. Atlantic-IT.net understands

that cookie-cutter services focused on common

IT needs will not meet needs.

Atlantic-IT.net has the knowledge, experience

and resources to support your operations from

end to end. Partnering with us enables you to

concentrate on providing your members with

superior service and a memorable experience.

Just as you provide your members with a

relaxing haven from their busy lives, we provide

you with the peace of mind that all of your

technology needs will be taken care of expertly

and efficiently.

At Atlantic-IT.net, our commitment is to support

every technology within your operations so that

you can focus on your business. We believe it

is a privilege for our clients to trust us with their

business-critical IT needs.

Proven Expertise Serving the 

IT Needs of Country Clubs
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Comprehensive IT Solutions
Stay current with technology advances, eliminate IT
management headaches and minimize downtime for
a fixed monthly cost.

Atlantic-IT.net has developed a comprehensive

solution that combines managed services, on-site

support and consulting services in a cost-effective

and predictable monthly budget. Our all-

encompassing solution touches every aspect of the

IT infrastructure, from a business perspective as well

as a technology perspective. We do everything an

enterprise IT department would do to ensure that

mission-critical systems are ready to support

business requirements, but at a fraction of the cost.

• Real-time Monitoring

• Proactive Maintenance

• Support Center 

• Backup Systems & Procedures 

• Disaster Recovery & Planning

• Telephone Systems

• Network Security

• IT Assessment & Planning

• CIO Services

We also understand that your hours of operation are

not Monday through Friday, 8 to 5. We are available

to support your mission-critical systems when you

need us — early in the morning, late in the evening

and on weekends. We can also bring in additional

technology resources and support when you host

tournaments and special events.

Business-Critical IT Solutions
Increase efficiency and achieve your business goals
with cost-effective solutions delivered by our experts.

Backup and Disaster Recovery — Without an

effective backup and disaster recovery solution,

organizations are at risk of significant downtime and

data loss should disaster strike. Atlantic-IT protects

critical data and helps SMBs recover from disaster

as quickly as possible. 

Network Services — The Atlantic-IT.net networking

team brings a broad range of skills to network

design, administration and implementation projects.

Our structured methodology enables us to design

and implement high-quality solutions quickly to help

you maximize your ROI.

Virtualization — Atlantic-IT.net’s virtualization

solutions allow our clients to optimize server

utilization, minimizing both IT operational expenses

and total cost of ownership. Virtualization also makes

disaster recovery faster, easier and less expensive

by enabling failover to dissimilar hardware.

Voice Communications — Atlantic-IT.net deploys

and manages the latest IP communications systems

to help clients improve productivity, streamline

operations and reduce costs. We can also help you

deploy solutions that manage voice calls, e-mail, and

more from a single interface.

Cabling — Atlantic-IT.net provides expert installation

of CAT-5E, CAT-6 and fiber-optic cabling. Atlantic-IT's

technicians work with you to design a rock-solid,

easy-to-manage cabling infrastructure, with a project

plan that minimizes the impact on construction

schedules and your business.

Expertise Country Clubs Need
Point of Sale Support — Atlantic-IT.net recognizes

that food and beverage sales are critical to the

success of your operation. Our technicians have the

know-how to support your point-of-sale software and

printers. In addition, our expertise extends to newer

technologies such as wireless that can help increase

the flexibility and efficiency of your services.

Club Management Software — We have

experience supporting your club management

software as well as the USGA GHIN handicap

system. We can help provide your members with

convenient Web-based and wireless access to these

systems, enhancing their membership experience.

Irrigation Management Systems — If you are using

technology to better manage your biggest cost center

— your irrigation system — we can help integrate

that technology into your network for greater

manageability. We can also help you explore

technology-based irrigation management systems.

Atlantic-IT.net has longstanding partnerships
with key industry leaders.
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